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Introduction
The PreSPEC-AGATA experiment [1] at GSI investi-
gates the structure of radioactive nuclei by means of in-
flight γ-spectroscopy. This report describes a new soft-
ware framework, which is a supportive tool to create data
analysis programs for complex experiments like this. In
order to reduce the workload of the user, the framework
facilitates repetitive tasks, such as visualizing data in his-
tograms, defining conditions and gates, and passing data
to different stages of the analysis process. The user has
only to write the actual data processing algorithms in C++,
where a strict interface for data input and output ensures
the re-usability of the analysis components. Examples of
such algorithms are e.g. analysis of a specific detector or
Doppler-correction of detected γ-rays.
The Framework
Every data analysis program is passing information
through different stages of a data reduction process, until
the final, high-level data is available. The layout of the in-
formation flow can be described as directed graph. The in-
ternal design of the described framework follows this graph
structure as closely as possible. A user of the framework
has to provide the description of the graph by means of two
concepts:
1. Node types: Graph nodes process data. The defini-
tion of the node’s algorithm, such as unpacking raw data or
performing higher-level analysis tasks, is done in terms of
C++ classes. These classes implement abstract interfaces:
Processor and Unpacker. Every Processor implementation
has to specify what output it provides and what input it re-
quires. This is done in a way that strongly decouples the
actual processing of data from passing it between different
processing nodes. There are special nodes in the graph that
are composed of Unpackers. These nodes are called Crates
and get raw data, unpack it, and inject it into the graph.
2. The graph layout: A set of nodes and their connec-
tions define the graph. This information is provided by the
user in a configuration script that is written in terms of a
simple and specialized graph description language. It al-
lows a compact description with loops and array assign-
ments. Every node has a name and a type, where the type
refers to an implementation of a Processor class. The node
is internally represented as an instance of that Processor
class. It has parameter and calibration files associated with
its name, i.e. there is a unique place for every parameter.
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class CAENv785
  : public Unpacker
{...};
crate LyccaTargetCrate
    procid 90
    module adc0 CAENv785
    module adc1 CAENv785
end
processor TargetDSSSD LyccaDSSSD
    amplitude_p[1:0]  <− LyccaTargetCrate.adc0[0:1]
    amplitude_p[2:31] <− LyccaTargetCrate.adc0[2:31]
    amplitude_n[0:31] <− LyccaTargetCrate.adc1[0:31]
  display x_sub:y_sub   −64,−30,30:64,−30,30
  display dE | gate
end
Configuration script
.cpp
Go4 plugin configured
to use the framework
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Entries  262014
Mean     2012
RMS       599
Underflow       0
Overflow      692
Integral  2.613e+05
Skewness  0.8276
dE  10:03:23  2013-02-05  Analysis/Histograms/TargetDssd/TargetDssd_dE_smart
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X1   = 1.5987E+03
X2   = 2.5865E+03
Int   = 2.1064E+05
Xmean = 2.0731E+03
Xrms  = 1.5423E+02
Xmax  = 2.0662E+03
Cmax  = 2.8140E+03
class LyccaDSSSD
  : public Processor {
LyccaDSSD(...) {
 NAME_INPUT(amplitude_p);
 NAME_PARAMETER(gate);
 NAME_OUTPUT(x_sub)
...    } };
gate  1600 2600
Figure 1: Complete analysis of the hitpattern of a DSSSD:
A configuration script (big box) defines the graph structure.
Dashed boxes indicate the use of a parameter file or Pro-
cessor class (rounded boxes). Statements in dotted boxes
create graphical representations in the GUI program (white
box). The graphical cut (red area in the 1D-histogram) is
defined by the parameter gate.
A simple example of the interplay between the compo-
nents is shown in Fig. 1. The configuration script defines
the graph (with 2 nodes) and provides, together with the pa-
rameter and calibration files, a complete description of the
analysis for a given raw-event. The user can specify data
or graphical cuts to be visualized during the analysis. All
changes inside the configuration script have immediate ef-
fect after restarting the analysis, reducing development and
debug time significantly.
The analysis framework is a C++ library, using STL and
Boost. It does not provide any data-replay or visualization
capability, but needs to be used by a host program that ac-
cesses the raw data and provides a graphical user interface.
Inside the host program, the raw event data is passed to the
analysis framework. Afterwards, the host program can read
high level information from the framework and, for exam-
ple, write it into a ROOT tree. Go4 (http://go4.gsi.de)
is an example of such a host program, but any program ca-
pable of data replay and visualization can be adapted to use
the framework. It is not restricted to the PreSPEC-AGATA
setup but could as well be used for future experiments, like
HISPEC/DESPEC at the FAIR facility.
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